O.N.U. Student Body Attacks Bee Gee Athletic Break

Their ire aroused over the action of the part of the faculty and a certain student minority group in cancelling athletic relations for a period of ten days, Bee Gee News was informed yesterday that a wave of protest was arising in Northeastern Ohio as showing the friendliness and sportsmanship of Northern students towards Bowling Green as well as in interest continuing in the relations between the two schools.

NAT BIDS ARE TOO HIGH: EXTEND TIME LIMIT

Estimate Cost Increased

Bids for the new natatorium which were opened October 31 were on the average $8,000 higher than the estimates, according to a report from the administration office yesterday. Legally the contract cannot be awarded until November 5. The administration office yesterday. The estimate was increased to $143,500. This original estimate of $123,500 was $10,000 lower than the estimates submitted.

Estimates are being made from the Ohio Northern University, which possesses all legal authority over the project. "The estimate was increased because of publicising for bids and advertising for bids," stated one of the participants who was interviewed.

Jerry Made-President In Registrars Assoc.

Mr. C. D. Perry, registrar, attended the state registrar's meeting Nov. 7, 8, and 9, at Denison University, Granville, Ohio. In the annual election held there during the sessions, Mr. Perry was elected vice-president of the association.

Hooray for Congress! The University will be closed Friday, November 15, in observance of the signing of the Armistice. The day was made a national observance by Congress within the last year. Hereat the University has observed this holiday by closing school for half a day.

Falcons Favored To Muzzle Terriers Saturday

According to the dope, Bowling Green University gridironers should take Hiram College when the twosie line up at Hiram this Saturday, but the Terriers were today planning a different finish to this rumor in an effort to preserve their home record of only one loss in two years.

The Falcons will travel to Hiram and invade the Terriers' dog-house and will do plenty of barking in their backyard. No coach will be able to catch a saw on the rebound such as the Falcons will find strong this Saturday. Coach Ocker will be described under the heading 'R. G. while they're still in the black in records of athletic contests between the two schools. These same records of the past seven years reveal that twice in the past seven years B. G. U. has been Northern's stumbling block in their efforts to win a conference championship in football.

We play large schools as well as small schools in all kinds of athletics. We lose and we win, but we can't get too conscious over our reversals.

Y' Shindig Attracts Large Crowd

Two hundred twenty-five stude
tents appeared their curiosity by attending the Shishabar Shindig Thursday evening. After meeting at the men's gym the group tramped to the college farms. Folk-dancing around two huge bonfires ended in a snake dance. Returning, the shindigers were served coffee and shickhabobs which had been roasted over the fire. Encircled around the dying embers, the group sang, led by Kerlyn Long, to the accompaniment of Frank Britts's guitar.

NORTHERN SUSPENDS ATHLETIC RELATIONSHIPS WITH BEE GEE FOLLOWING FRAT, VOTE BREAK SURPRISES LOCAL STUDENTS

As far as the Ohio Northern incident is concerned it was entirely a student affair. As stated elsewhere in this paper the episode was organized simultaneously in all three fraternities, and it was carried out by a group of students composed of frat men and independents. No particular person or single group could be cited as being at the head of the "migration." However, in defense of this school spirited group, the NEWS takes the stand in stating that there was no serious damage done to the Northern campus. As everyone knows, the worst of the activities was the whitewashing of signs on windows, buildings and sidewalks — something that a little scrubbing or even a barrel of hash won't soon wash away.

It surprised us very much that the Ohio Northern faculty and student body had agreed to terminate athletic relationships with us because of this, especially when it is known that it has not been long since Northeastern Ohio students were known to have done the same thing. Somehow we feel that the students at Ohio Northern are human, too, and that they're not wholeheartedly behind this action and that they, too, like the idea of adding zest to football games through some form of pre-game festivities. We hope that something in the way of pre-game festivities could be arranged in time to come.

But if the action taken is final and if the Northern student body endorses it hereby, there remains but one avenue of explanation, and that is that our Northern friends over the street are unenlightened young people and that they will promove increase year by year as the college expands. We are decided that perhaps they ought to steer clear of B. G. while they're still in the black in records of athletic contests between the two schools. These same records of the past seven years reveal that twice in the past seven years B. G. U. has been Northern's stumbling block in their efforts to win a conference championship in football.

We play large schools as well as small schools in all kinds of athletics. We lose and we win, but we can't get too conscious over our reversals.

With this, then, we close. We have no hard feelings toward Ohio Northern. Perhaps they'll think it better to hang on to our point of view. Even the supreme court changes its mind.

AN EDITORIAL

The Bee Gee News became an official member of the National Collegiate Press when transactions were completed last week. The Collegiate Press will bring to the News features, National news, and the latest things in the way of college newspaper development. In addition, the News will be judged with other college papers for national rating.

B. G. Frats Defend Charges

A wave of consternation continued to sweep over the campus this week as an aftermath to news that the Ohio Northern faculty and student body had broken off athletic relationships with Bowling Green for five years due to the alleged destruction of school property and homecoming de

Local Students

Topeka, Kansas, in observance of the signing of the Armistice. Mr. C. D. Perry, registrar, attended the state registrar's meeting Nov. 6, 7, and 8, at Denison University, Granville, Ohio. The University will be closed Friday, November 15, in observance of the signing of the Armistice. The day was made a national observance by Congress within the last year. Hereafter the University has observed this holiday by closing school for half a day.
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Book And Motor Elects Sixteen New Members

Sixteen students were elected to membership in Book and Motor, University honor society, at the meeting of the group on November 3.

The new members, as announced by Dr. Offenhausler in chapel last week, are Margaret Allen, Ruth Brilliart, Agnes Bucher, Richard Carter, Robert Habenstein, Emily Henderson, Owen Hughes, Evelyn Klippel, Robert Lilley, William Mahoney, Darin Mayfield, Catherine Mihalni

on the Committee for College Entrance in the Ohio College Association, will attend a meeting of that committee at Denison University this week as an observer.
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Book And Motor Elects Sixteen New Members

Sixteen students were elected to membership in Book and Motor, University honor society, at the meeting of the group on November 3.

The new members, as announced by Dr. Offenhausler in chapel last week, are Margaret Allen, Ruth Brilliart, Agnes Bucher, Richard Carter, Robert Habenstein, Emily Henderson, Owen Hughes, Evelyn Klippel, Robert Lilley, William Mahoney, Darin Mayfield, Catherine Mihalni, Ben Morethod, Arlyne Mushan, and Ada Bothfelder.
SCIENCE BUILDING NEEDED

The present building which is the University’s best excuse for a science building houses the chemistry, biology, physics, industrial arts, geology and geography departments. These departments are cramped into a structure that is old and decrepit and inadequate.

The floor space allotted to the chemistry department is so small that it is barely enough to fulfill the needs of the department. Chemical fumes in the lab become so thick as to nauseate any visitor who might chance up on the third floor. Head-aches, lung ail- ments are known to result as a direct result of work ing in a poorly ventilated laboratory.

In the physics department, where experiments of delicate precision must be performed, the condition of the building itself prevents an approach to accuracy. Tests have shown that the vibration of the science building delicately unavailable for reference and organized study. Tests have shown that the vibration of the science building delicately unavailable for reference and organized study.

The floor space allotted to the department of biology is so small that the need for an adequate science building is great enough to interfere with instruments used in a badly ventilated laboratory.

The band practices several nights a week in shirt sleeves—you never see them except when they are playing marches and clever formations with the spectacular Alma Mater for the last time this season at the Home- coming game. As a false alarm, anyhow Paul Toedter, “Salty” Parkington was a most appropriate spot for the band to stay together.

The girl finishes her homework. She scribbles a few sentences, goes on studying.
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VETERANS BOLSTER CAGE SQUAD; FOOTBALL MEN TO REPORT SOON

Many New Candidates Report For Team

Dick Wille Not Out

Twenty-two candidates for the '38-'39 edition of the Falcon basketball team have been announced as signed and ready for action during the season. Lettermen answering the first call are Pat Coridisco, captain elect, Harold Bishop, All-Ohio guard last season, Jim Zechman, high scoring forward of last year, and Pete Pick.

Other men out who had experience on last year's club are McNiel, Busong, Kelker, Marko and Budd.

Members of last years Freshman team who are drilling daily with the Valkyries are: Dave, Creole, and Ed. Mussel.

Other candidates who are working hard for a place in the starting line-up are Sheridan, Beattie, Heiman, Allie, Frehe, Parks and Toedter.

This squad will be bolstered after the end of the football season by "Duff" Madison, leader of last year's cross country team, G. Hagemeyer, Miles and Steele, members of last year's varsity track team.

Dick Wille, a junior letterman, has not as yet put in his appearance at the pre-season drills.

FANS SAY GOOD-BYE TO NINE SENIOR GRID MEN

Captain Stewart: "Nicks" position will be hard filled as well as that of any others. He was a capable leader and efficient ball player. We wish him lots of luck in his future career.

Dick Hagemeyer: "Haggy", although never able to become a regular, battled for work one season. A hard fighter with lots of spirit, he spurred the boys on to victory many times. Good luck, Dick.

Matt Doton: "Unie", a small but mighty man who always did his job well. No assignment was too tough for him. He excelled as a defensive man. Always be mighty, Matt.

Dale Harbort: "Herbie" played side by side with Matt for 3 years. He was considered one of the best defensive guards in the conference. Keep the fight, Herbie.

Denny Brantlinger: "Champ", a hard charger, good blocker and "trouble maker" in every game. He showed everyone in his junior year the way to the basket line. The best to you.

FALCON SPORTS

KENT BEEF TRUST SHADES FALCONS 7-3

The luckless Falcons disappointed many at homecoming crowd Saturday by losing to Kent State, 7-3. Bowling Green consistently played and out-gained Kent, but when it came to the score, the Falcons could not punch through the needed points.

In the 1st quarter Kent had the ball on the 10 yard line when the Falcons' tucked a little too seriously and drew a five yard penalty putting the ball on the Bowling Green 5, first down. The same play got third down and they gained 6 yards after a deep pass.

Knecht's kick off broke the Falcon's returner and before the reason was over was Bee Gee 3, Kent 0.

The second quarter Kent had the ball on their 24 yard line when the Falcons' tucked a little too seriously and drew a five yard penalty putting the ball on the Bowling Green 5, first down. The same play got third down and they gained 6 yards after a deep pass.

Knecht's kick off broke the Falcon's returner and before the reason was over was Bee Gee 3, Kent 0.

HARRIERS DROP MEET TO CASE

Case School of Applied Science spoiled the homecoming plans for Coach Landis' cross country team, by scoring a 20-38 win.

Phillips, visiting Scientist toured the four miles in the fast time of 21:22, but was pushed home by diminutive Jimmy Onofrio, local harrier, who put on a spurt in the last mile to get a-20 and 2000 fans by holding back the giant Kent backs almost all afternoon. Siminski, Knecht, Catanese and Klemmer were outstanding on the line, Boeing and Stewart were outstanding in the backfield with Miles also starring.

NOTICE

The entire staff of the Bee Gee News must be present at regular staff meeting, 7:00 o'clock Wednesday evening.

Dick Wille

KLASS'S

Garage & Gas Sta.
Gas. Oil and Lubricating
166 W. Wooster Dial 2981

CEASE FIRING—HEAT WITH GAS
THE GAS CO.

PETTY'S Garage & Gas Sta.
Gas. Oil and Lubricating

176 N. Main St.
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If you talk to a man about himself, he will be happy for an hour. If you talk to him about himself, he will be happy for the rest of his life.

"You are always welcome."
Sorority Parties This Week

The Ohio State Lantern says that there are to be several parties this week; the Delta Phi Epsilon party last Saturday, and the Gamma Mu Delta, Delta Zeta, and Alpha Xi Delta parties this Wednesday night. The Alpha Xi Delta party was the last of the socials for the week, and was attended by a large number of people.